Abstract. The advantages of the form of this paper is numerical calculation without spurious numeric, and keeps monotonicity of numerical value. It contrasts the difference among various flux limiter flux limiter function in solving equations by examples and verifies the advantages which is conservative, robustness, spurious numericalosc and high-resolution catches discontinuity when introducing TVD flux limiter function Finite Volume Method model in numerical simulation.
The discretization of the governing equations

Governing equation and numerical discretization
The conservation form of vertically averaged two-dimension governing equation Have
, the vector form(1) can be simplified into equation (2) ,
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if the conservative variable i U set in cell-center, based on the Green formula, equation (3) from surface integral into line integral which is composed of cell i Ω boundaries.
where l is the control unit boundaries; ( , ) (cos ,sin )
x y n n n θ θ = = is the numerical flux in outer normal direction at cell boundaries; θ is the included angle between outer normal vector and x-axis forward direction; i Ω is the cell area. The left of equation (4) can be discretized by line integral,
where
F n ⋅ is the normal numerical flux in j line, ij l is the side length of j line.
The numerical flux of Roe scheme
After integral averaged, the conservative variable in every control unit is constant normally distributed that forms the regimentation function state. According to the Riemann problem with column, in every control unit boundaries, variable is considered discontinuity. If time interval is short enough, and each control unit boundaries doesn't have influence on neighboring cells flux, so the numerical flux is considered to be unequal. It shows respectively by ,
The numerical flux of Roe scheme:
where L U , R U is the conservative variable on both side of the interface; J  is Roe mean Jocobian matrix; ( ) 
where C gh = is wave velocity.
where L u , R u is the X direction flow velocity on the both side of cell boundaries; L v , R v is the Y direction flow velocity on the both side of cell boundaries; L H , R H is the depth of water on the both side of cell boundaries.
Time integral
This paper uses the Hancock preparative estimation and rectification two-step scheme [4] . ① The preparative estimation step: 
High precision form
The important procedure of finite volume method spatial dispersion is reconsitution of controlling unit boundaries conservative variable. It relates to the model space precision and resolution. After measuring comprehensively, this paper adopts MUSL form to reconsitution numerical flux in boundaries.
TVD flux limiter function
The conservative variable i U and fig.4 . From Fig.4 , even at the bottom altitude high-variability, the process of water level and flow velocity are very smooth, which shows the model is of adaptation to complex topography computational domain, but the model without flux limiter function and cell boundaries reconstruction has not work so well, shows under the complex topography condition, it's very essential introduces Riemann discontinuous solution numerical scheme based . Fig.2 
Conclusion
This paper is based on the Roe approximate Riemann solution, by means of MUSCL reconsitution、 TVD property flux limiter function and two-steps Hancock method, high accuracy hydraulic discrete form can be obtained. By comparing the flux limiter function in two-dimension asymmetric dam break and Leveque water wave example shows that this method is of conservative、robustness、no spurious numericalosc and high resolution shock capturing, overcome discontent entropy condition at critical flow.
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